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The microwave spectrum of MnO in the6S1 ground electronic state was detected using a
source-modulated submillimeter-wave spectrometer. The MnO radical was efficiently generated by
dc sputtering of manganese flakes placed inside a hollow cathode in the presence of an oxygen and
helium mixture. In total, 283 spectral lines were measured in the frequency region of 210–450 GHz
for nine rotational transitions, each of which showed six fine structure line groups consisting of
several hyperfine structure components due to the55Mn nucleus (I 55/2). A least-squares analysis
of the measured line frequencies resulted in the determination of rotational, fine, and hyperfine
coupling constants including higher-order spin–orbit distortion terms for the spin–spin, spin–
rotation interactions and the Fermi contact interaction of the Mn nucleus. The hyperfine coupling
constants were used to assess plausible molecular orbital bonding models. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!03145-0#

INTRODUCTION

Characterizing the ground and low-lying states of the 3d
transition metal containing diatomic free radicals is challeng-
ing because of the high density of states with nonzero pro-
jection of the orbital and spin angular momentum. The most
insightful information comes from the interpretation of the
magnetic hyperfine parameters, which to a good approxima-
tion are simple expectation values of the geometric coordi-
nates and the spin density of the valence electrons. Extensive
spectroscopic studies of the magnetic hyperfine interactions
have been made on the 3d metal monoxides from ScO to
CuO. These studies have revealed that the bonding in the 3d
transition metal oxides is surprisingly complex, consisting of
both an ionic and covalent component.1,2 A single configu-
ration description appears qualitatively accurate for the early
transition metal oxides. In these cases the metal 3d and 4s
orbitals simultaneously form molecular orbitals with the 2p
orbitals of the oxygen atom. Specifically, the metal orbitals
undergosds hybridization, and there is a bonding and anti-
bonding molecular orbital formation between the hybrid po-
larized toward the O atom and the O 2ps orbital. The hybrid
orbital polarized away from the O atom is nonbonding. The
3dp and 2pp orbitals also form bonding and antibonding
orbitals to facilitate backdonation of the doubly occupied
O 2pp into empty metal 3dp orbitals. The 3dd orbitals
are nonbonding. The energy order of the molecular orbitals
is s bonding,p bonding,s nonbonding'd nonbonding
,p antibonding,s antibonding.2 There is a delicate bal-
ance between the lost energy in 3d– 3d exchange, stabiliza-
tion gained by backdonation, and the energy associated with
hybridization that dictates the filling order of the molecular
orbitals. Upon filling thes andp bonding molecular orbitals
minimizing the 3d– 3d exchange energy lost appears to
dominate.

Among the 3d metal oxides MnO has the ground elec-
tronic state of6S1 with the highest spin multiplicity and a
single manganese isotopic species ofI 55/2. The optical

spectrum of MnO was first reported by Gupta in 1934,3 but
not characterized until 1975 by Pinchemel and Schamps.4

They assigned and analyzed the rotational and fine structures
of the ~1,0! band ofA 6S12X 6S1. Although the spectrum
observed was a parallel-type transition ofDL50, they de-
termined the spin–spin coupling constant for both excited
and ground electronic states,l850.0060.05 cm21 and l9
50.6660.05 cm21, respectively, based on the relative posi-
tions of six subband heads. Weltner and his collaborators5,6

studied the ESR spectrum of several manganese oxides in
various inert gas matrices at 4 K. They determined the
55Mn(I 55/2) isotropic and dipolar hyperfine coupling con-
stants of MnO on the assumption of a positive sign forAi

andA' , giving Aiso5353 MHz andAdip5286 MHz and dis-
cussed contributions of the Mn atomic orbital components to
the hyperfine coupling constants. More recently, Gordon and
Merer7 studied the ~0,0!, ~0,1!, and ~1,0! bands of the
A 6S1 –X 6S1 electronic transition of MnO with a high dis-
persion photograph, and reported that the electronic transi-
tion was an exceptionally complicated spectrum because of
the high spin multiplicity, the manganese hyperfine structure,
and the numerous rotational perturbations in the excited elec-
tronic state. They found a new type of perturbation due to a
mixing of spin components through hyperfine matrix ele-
ments, and the observed extra lines due to this mixing made
it possible to determine the fine structure parameters for the
two electronic states. Recently Adamet al.8 studied the same
electronic transition at sub-Doppler resolution using inter-
modulated fluorescence spectroscopy. They found an anoma-
lous structure, which was explained by internal hyperfine
perturbations in both electronic states and reported revised
molecular constants for theX 6S1 v50 state and theA 6S1

v51 state.
The MnO radical has been subjected to numerousab

initio calculations.2,9–11Pinchemel and Schamps9 carried out
SCF calculations on MnO with single- and double-zeta STO
basis sets and reported SCF energies for several excited elec-
tronic states, SCF wave functions, and population analysis.
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Bauschlicher and Maitre2 calculated the equilibrium bond
length, the dissociation energy, the equilibrium vibrational
frequency, and the dipole moment for the first-row transition
metal oxides and sulfides with several high-levelab initio
methods such as a coupled cluster singles and doubles
~CCSD! technique. Recently, Bakalbassiset al.11 studied
ground and low-lying excited state properties of the first-low
transition metal oxides by using an improved atom superpo-
sition and electron delocalization molecular orbital~ASED-
MO! method.

In the present study we measured the pure rotational
transitions of MnO in the submillimeter-wave region, and
determined its molecular constants, including detailed hyper-
fine coupling constants and also higher-order spin–orbit dis-
tortion terms.

EXPERIMENT

Spectral lines of MnO were observed by using a 100
kHz source modulated submillimeter-wave spectrometer in
conjunction with a 2 mlong free-space absorption cell.12,13

The MnO radical was generated in the gas mixture of oxygen
and helium by dc sputtering of manganese flakes placed in-
side the cylindrical stainless-steel hollow cathode. The spec-
tral lines of MnO predicted from the known molecular
constants8 were searched for in the 360 GHz region at a
discharge current of several hundred mA with the cell main-
tained below2170 °C. Many spectral lines appeared in the
predicted frequency region and they exhibited a large Zee-
man effect at a magnetic field of about 30 Gauss, which were
appropriate for transitions in the6S1 electronic state.14 The
spectral lines were composed of six separate groups, each of
which had as many as six lines, as shown in Fig. 1. A similar
spectral pattern, including nearly the same number of lines,
was observed in the 330 GHz frequency region. Hence, the
spectral lines detected in each frequency region were as-
signed to be components of a rotational transition of the
MnO radical in theX 6S1 state: six fine structure line
groups, each of which consists of six manganese hyperfine
structure components.

The spectral lines increased in intensity with the dis-
charge current up to 500 mA, but under high-current dis-
charge conditions the spectral intensity gradually decreased
after a few minutes. This was considered to be mainly due to

a rise in the temperature of the cell and the hollow cathode
inner surface. The spectral intensity recovered after about a
ten minute interruption of the discharge. Therefore, the dis-
charge current was maintained at 300 mA. The optimum
condition for the production of MnO was obtained at the
partial pressures of 5 mTorr of oxygen and 5–8 mTorr of
helium. The typical signal to noise ratio of a spectral line
observed is shown in Fig. 2. Each line frequency was deter-
mined by averaging five pairs of upward and downward fre-
quency sweep measurements. The frequency measurement
error ranges from 10 to 20 kHz. In total, 283 lines were
measured in the frequency region of 210–450 GHz, as listed
in Table I.

ANALYSIS

The following Hamiltonian was used in the analysis of
the observed spectral lines of MnO in theX 6S1 electronic
state:7

H5H rot1Hss1Hsr1Hhfs,

whereH rot denotes the rotational Hamiltonian including the
centrifugal distortion effect,Hss the spin–spin interaction
term with its centrifugal distortion effect,Hsr the spin–
rotation interaction including its centrifugal distortion effect,
and Hhfs the hyperfine interaction terms.15 Furthermore, it
immediately became evident that higher-order spin–orbit
distortion terms were necessary to explain the observed line
frequencies. The higher-order spin–orbit distortion terms are
given as follows:

HSO
~4!5Q@35Sz

2230S2Sz
2125Sz

226S213S4#/12,

for the fourth order spin–orbit distortion coupling term,16,17

Hsr
~3!5CT3~L2,N!T3~S,S,S!

and

gs5C^LuTq50
2 ~L2!uL&/~10/A6!,

FIG. 1. Stick diagram of observed spectral lines of theN512– 11 transition
of MnO~6S1! in the 360 GHz region.

FIG. 2. An example of the observed spectral lines of MnO~6S1!: the F1

component of theN512– 11 transition. The lower-level quantum number of
the hyperfine structure due to the manganese nucleusI 55/2 is shown below
the peak of each component. A hundred scans were integrated with a rate of
about six scans per second. The PSD time constant was 1 ms.
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TABLE I. Observed rotational transitions of MnO (X 6S1) ~MHz!.a

Jb nJ25/2
c nJ23/2

c nJ21/2
c nJ11/2

c nJ13/2
c nJ15/2

c

N56b

3.5 212 374.726(24) 212 437.455~12!
4.5 212 809.786~45! 212 757.604(229)
5.5 210 937.271~6! 210 895.700(225)
6.5 209 769.167~37! 209 690.645~22! 209 587.239(213)
7.5 209 341.566~4! 209 354.180~51! 209 353.581~19! 209 339.222~29! 209 310.169~16! 209 265.445~18!
8.5 209 795.199~17! 209 819.736~68!d 209 829.778~16! 209 825.331~24! 209 806.108~8! 209 771.899~13!

N57
4.5 241 741.130(243) 241 754.486~12! 241 799.597~11!
5.5 242 241.033(239) 242 189.556(242) 242 145.352(236) 242 108.512(211) 242 078.920(26)
6.5 241 023.395(214) 240 930.564~32! 240 872.017(229) 240 832.679(26) 240 804.822~13! 240 785.268(223)
7.5 239 988.405(21) 240 008.092~40! 239 991.085(26) 239 881.171~12! 239 795.189(212)
8.5 239 559.532(225) 239 568.859~18! 239 567.802(231) 239 555.953(27) 239 532.484(21) 239 496.550(21)
9.5 239 897.418~19! 239 917.167(211) 239 925.275~18! 239 921.501~5! 239 905.690(228) 239 877.721~16!

N58
5.5 271 430.554(222) 271 416.350(218) 271 426.840(22) 271 460.960~25!
6.5 271 847.042(213) 271 801.083(223) 271 762.189(231) 271 730.375(26) 271 705.446(28) 271 687.208~17!
7.5 270 912.076(21) 270 819.872~14! 270 772.211~21! 270 745.158~48! 270 729.596(211) 270 722.734(26)
8.5 270 114.679~26! 270 130.505~5! 270 113.519~5! 270 074.134(255) 270 017.209(24) 269 942.859~12!
9.5 269 722.532(23) 269 729.655~46! 269 728.384(223) 269 718.426(212) 269 699.074(27) 269 669.615~0!

10.5 269 979.536~35! 269 995.813~10! 270 002.432~23! 269 999.210~16! 269 986.002(21) 269 962.663~15!
N59

6.5 301 318.545~41! 301 268.267~28! 301 238.478~371!d 301 227.642~47! 301 235.759(2297)d 301 262.824~97!d

7.5 301 562.495~28! 301 525.579(21) 301 495.231~29! 301 471.251~44! 301 453.384~6! 301 441.429~13!
8.5 300 841.555~0! 300 748.976~15! 300 710.190~13! 300 691.808~0!
9.5 300 209.369~9! 300 221.618~18! 300 204.458(218) 300 168.764(21) 300 118.279(227) 300 052.005~23!

10.5 299 847.471(231) 299 853.008(221) 299 851.735(227) 299 843.247(230) 299 827.024(223) 299 802.454(28)
11.5 300 045.819~2! 300 064.932(245) 300 062.170(227) 300 050.987(216) 300 031.228(26)

N510
7.5 331 180.351(21) 331 140.821(218) 331 117.336~79!d 331 109.218~16! 331 116.152(224) 331 137.631~23!
8.5 331 371.606(24) 331 341.421~8! 331 317.048~2! 331 298.329~23! 331 285.030~1! 331 276.833(26)
9.5 330 793.765(230) 330 700.080~32! 330 668.879(225) 330 656.958(222) 330 654.852~5! 330 660.743~3!

10.5 330 281.820(211) 330 290.451(248) 330 273.213~29! 330 240.323(25) 330 194.858~14! 330 134.238(225)
11.5 329 944.452(230) 329 948.890(24) 329 947.579(250) 329 940.297(223) 329 926.502(215) 329 905.654(246)
12.5 330 098.982~15! 330 110.536(242) 330 115.187(232) 330 112.788(23) 330 103.134(237) 330 086.194(225)

N511c

8.5 361 086.380(281)d 361 054.640~30! 361 052.758(219)
9.5 361 236.074~52! 361 210.922~39! 361 190.927~13! 361 175.874(248) 361 165.666(21) 361 159.844(219)

10.5 360 758.423(2104)d 360 663.083(228) 360 638.736~11! 360 631.670(233) 360 633.325~23! 360 642.514~9!
11.5 360 337.154(223) 360 342.293~6! 360 324.780(22) 360 294.278~18! 360 252.699(22) 360 196.290(27)
12.5 360 019.594(230) 360 023.252~42! 360 021.988~6! 360 015.603(217) 360 003.731(26) 359 985.857(228)
13.5 360 140.553~18! 360 150.494(227) 360 154.489~1! 360 152.364~18! 360 143.972(215) 360 129.278(210)

N512
9.5 391 017.656(229) 390 991.536~52! 390 975.890~2!e 390 970.869~20! 390 975.890~2!e 390 990.528(213)

10.5 391 133.928(25) 391 112.682(216) 391 096.043~1! 391 083.764(28) 391 075.678~21! 391 071.394(241)
11.5 390 632.081~20! 390 613.647(285)d 390 610.552~46! 390 614.757~15! 390 626.194~17!
12.5 390 378.274(25) 390 379.966~71!d 390 362.252~12! 390 333.714~29! 390 295.322~13! 390 242.039~64!d

13.5 390 076.711(287)d 390 079.810~52! 390 078.514(270)d 390 072.980(216) 390 062.676~19! 390 047.208~29!
14.5 390 171.453(24) 390 180.082(251) 390 183.609~50! 390 181.715~61!d 390 174.324~3! 390 161.444(26)

N513
10.5 420 962.721(2104)d 420 940.680(218)e 420 928.011(27)e 420 923.801~31! 420 928.011(27)e 420 940.680(218)e

11.5 421 052.116(213) 421 033.940(226) 421 019.829(238) 421 009.646~0! 421 003.084(23) 420 999.944(28)
12.5 420 702.332(26) 420 602.982~39! 420 589.935~24!e 420 589.935~24!e 420 596.098~198!d 420 608.897~49!
13.5 420 406.884~121!d 420 404.978(253) 420 387.394~106!d 420 860.495~62!d 420 324.768~63!d 420 273.648~20!
14.5 420 118.407~267! 420 121.048~98!d 420 119.814(223) 420 105.848~39! 420 092.258(21)
15.5 420 192.243(22) 420 199.776(274) 420 202.873~38! 420 201.167~41! 420 194.665~27! 420 183.307~35!

N514
11.5 450 914.830~250! 450 881.854~7!
12.5 450 966.374(234) 450 954.306(218) 450 945.700~16!
13.5 450 674.380~29! 450 572.964(253) 450 564.443(2509)d 450 567.039~18! 450 574.443(229) 450 588.425(28)
14.5 450 423.515~0! 450 418.604(265)d 450 400.944~29! 450 375.571~10! 450 342.137~53! 450 292.653~3!
15.5 450 146.134(292)d 450 148.343~22! 450 147.233(238) 450 142.848(29) 450 134.800(218) 450 122.816(239)
16.5 450 209.800(245) 450 212.468~2! 450 210.951~28! 450 195.035~10!

aStandard deviation of the fit is 25.4 MHz. Calculated frequencies were obtained from the molecular constants given in Table II.
bQuantum numbers of the lower level for the transition, (J11,N11,F11)←(J,N,F).
cNumbers in parentheses representnobs.2ncalc. ~kHz! from the least-squares fit. Subscripts denote quantum number,F.
dNot included in the least-squares fit.
eUnresolved lines.
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for the third-order spin–orbit distortion term of the spin–
rotation interaction,16,18 and

H iso
~3!~K53!5(

i . j
T1~ I !T1$T3@T1~S!,T2~si ,sj !#,C

2%/r i j
3 ,

wherei and j are electrons,r i j is their separations, and

bs53(
i . j

^LuC0
2~u,f!/r i j

3 uL&/~10A14!,

for the third-order spin–orbit distortion of the Fermi contact
interaction.19 The matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are
given in the literature7,16–19 for Hund’s case (b)bJ basis
function and the following coupling scheme of the angular
momenta concerned:J5N1S and F5J1I (Mn). A least-
squares fitting program was written for the analysis of the
observed spectral lines. The energy levels were calculated by
direct diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrices.

An initial assignment of the observed lines was simply
based on the predicted spectral pattern from the known mo-
lecular constants,8 except for the higher-order terms. A trial
least-squares fit suggested that the higher-order terms such as
Q, gs , CI , andbS were essential to obtain a small residual
of the fit between observed and calculated frequencies. Fur-
thermore, a centrifugal distortion effect for the Fermi contact
term was necessary to attain a residual comparable to micro-
wave spectroscopic measurement error. In the final fit several
overlapping lines were fitted to calculated frequencies ob-
tained by averaging the frequencies of component lines
weighted by their relative intensity.20 The standard deviation
of the fit was 25.6 kHz, which is of the same order of mag-
nitude as the frequency measurement errors. The determined
molecular constants are listed in Table II.

DISCUSSION

This study is another demonstration that metal bearing
molecules like MnO are efficiently generated in the gas
phase by dc sputtering of the metal and/or metal containing
compounds.13,21–26In contrast, it is difficult to generate the
required concentrations for mm-wave spectroscopy using the
more traditional method using a high-temperature flowing
reactor. Furthermore, the molecules are produced at rela-
tively low temperatures, greatly enhancing the pure rota-
tional transition probability.

The molecular constants of MnO determined in the
present study are compared in Table II with those reported in
previous studies.4–8 The rotational, centrifugal distortion,
spin–spin coupling, spin–rotation coupling, and the two
main hyperfine coupling constants agree well with those ob-
tained by intermodulated fluorescence spectroscopy.8 Eight
minor molecular constants: three hyperfine@CI(Mn),
bS(Mn), andeQq(Mn)#; two higher-order fine structure~gS

andQ!; and three centrifugal distortion~lD , gD , andbFD!
were determined.

Hyperfine coupling constants

The ground electronic state of MnO is approximated by
the following single configuration:9

X 6S1:~core!~9s!1~4p!2~1d!2,

where

~core!5~1s!2;~8s!2~1p!4;~3p!4.

The bonding orbital 8s is strongly polarized toward the oxy-
gen nucleus and the MnO bond is described mainly by a
Mn1(3d54s1)O2(2p5) ionic structure. The above electronic
configuration was used to interpret the hyperfine structure of
MnO.

Since the Fermi contact coupling constantbF reflects the
s character of orbitals occupied by unpaired electrons, only
the 9s orbital must be considered in the interpretation ofbF .
The 9s orbital is given by a combination between the 3ds
and 4s orbitals of the Mn atom,

u9s&5c1u4s~Mn1!&2c2u3ds~Mn1!&.

When the observed Fermi contact term is compared with that
of the manganese cation, thenbF5c1

2bF~Mn1!/n, wheren is
the number of unpaired electrons. Therefore, 4188 MHz for
bF~Mn1!6 led c1

2 to be 0.573: that is, thes character of the 9s
orbital is 57.3%. This means that 3ds and 4s hybridization
is nearly a perfect one to one mixture.

As Ferranteet al.5 discussed the dipolar hfs constantc of
MnO is related to a sum of contributions from the 3d un-
paired electrons in the 9s, 4p, and 1d orbitals:

c5
3

2
gsgImsm IFc2

2

5 K 3 cos2 u21

r 3 L
3ds

1
2

5 K 3 cos2 u21

r 3 L
3dp

1
2

5 K 3 cos2 u21

r 3 L
3dd

G .

TABLE II. Molecular constants of MnO (X 6S1) ~MHz!.a

Present study IMFb Opticalc ESRd

B 15 025.814 87~41! 15 025.9 15 026.11~135!
D 0.021 554 85~128! 0.021 67~39!
l 17 198.00~36! 17 200 16 900
lD 20.069 646(110)
Q 214.67(31)
g 270.7886(101) 272 256.4
gD 20.001 058 0(195)
gS 0.009 79~82!
bF 479.861~100! 495 448~4!
bFD 20.001 450(74)
bS 20.0382(153)
c 248.199(178) 251 45~15!
eQq 225.65(182)
CI 0.0631~49!

aValues in parentheses are three standard deviations in units of the last
significant digits.

bIntermodulated fluorescence, Ref. 8, in which experimental errors were not
given.

cReference 7.
dReference 6.
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Using c2
250.427, the angular expectation values for the 3d

orbital, ^3 cos2 u21&54/7 for 3ds, 2/7 for 3dp, and24/7
for 3dd, and the radial expectation value for 3d, ^1/r 3&3d

54.167 a.u.23,27 c is calculated to be254.0 MHz, which
may be compared with the observed value of248.168 MHz.
When the approximation used in the calculation is taken into
account, the agreement between the observed and calculated
values is very good.

The electric quadrupole coupling constant of MnO
comes from contributions due to the unpaired 3dp and 3dd
electrons, the bonding electrons, and the polarization of the
core electrons. Using the quadrupole moment of the manga-
nese nucleus of 0.33310224 cm2,28 and the angular and ra-
dial expectation values given above, theeQq coupling con-
stant due to the unpaired electrons is calculated to be 105.8
MHz. Since MnO has a relatively large dipole moment 3.22
D11 like TiO~2.96 D!,29 the difference between the observed
value of 225.65 MHz and the calculated unpaired electron
contribution is assumed to be a contribution dominantly from
the polarization of the core electrons. This corresponds well
with that of TiO.29

Spin–rotation and nuclear spin–rotation coupling
constants

The spin–rotation interaction should be dominated by
the second-order contributions as given by30,31

g~2!54(
n

kn^X
6S1uBL2un,6P&^n,6PuHel

SOuX 6S1&
EP2ES

,

where L2 is the ladder operator of the electronic angular
momentum,Hel

SO is the spin–orbit interaction, andkn is ei-
ther 11 or 21 according to whether then 6P –X 6S1 ex-
citation arises from an unoccupied or an occupied orbital.32

Since the observed spin–rotation coupling constant is nega-
tive, the dominant perturbing excited state should be the6P i

state under the assumption of the single perturber. Pinchemel
and Schamps9 reported theab initio calculated excitation en-
ergies for all the low-lying configurations of MnO. Only
regular6P states and no inverted6P states were predicted.
Possible candidates of the perturber of theX 6S1 state may
have the following configurations:

6P i :~core!~8s!1~3p!4~9s!1~4p!3~1d!2

and
6P i :~core!~8s!2~3p!3~9s!2~4p!2~1d!2.

These possible perturbing states satisfy the sign of the ob-
servedg, but do not explain its magnitude sufficiently when
the excitation energies11 of 8s to 4p and 3p to 9s and the
3d orbital components9 of 8s and 3p are used to estimate
their second-order contributions. This implies that the 3d
character in the 8s and/or 3p orbitals are larger than those
given by the simpleab initio calculations.9

Similarly, the second-order contribution to the Mn
nuclear spin–rotation coupling constantCI(Mn) is related to
aug (2)/z(Mn1)u,33 where a is the nuclear spin–orbit cou-
pling constant andz(Mn1) is the spin–orbit constant of the

Mn atomic ion. If a of 549.8 MHz, calculated from
^r 23&3d ,27 z(Mn1) of 392 cm21,31 and the observed values
of g are used in this relation,CI is calculated to be 0.003
MHz, which is far from the observed value of 0.063 MHz.
These results obtained for the spin–rotation and nuclear
spin–rotation coupling constants suggest that a simple and
single perturber treatment is not applicable to the interpreta-
tion of the two coupling constants.

Spin–spin coupling constant

The major contribution to the spin–spin coupling con-
stant of the ground state is indirect second-order spin–orbit
interaction with nearby electronic states. Since the selection
rule for the spin–orbit interaction is given byDS50, 61,
andS6 –S7, the main perturber within the configuration of
(9s)1(4p)2(1d)2 may be the4S2 state among nine avail-
ableS states.31 Hence,

l~2!5
1

8

u^4S2uHel
SOuX 6S1&u2

E~4S2!2E~X 6S1!
'

z~Mn1!2

8 DE
.

The observed spin–spin coupling constant results in an exci-
tation energy of 33 500 cm21 for the 4S2 state. There have
been no observations or predictions of such a state.

Higher-order spin–orbit distortion terms

The third- and fourth-order spin–orbit distortion terms
Q, gs , and bs are given sums over products of spin–orbit
matrix elements, and are not easy to interpret, especially
when the detailed electronic structure of MnO is not avail-
able. However, it is worthwhile assessing the magnitudes of
these higher-order terms so as to carry out the analysis of
microwave spectroscopic lines within their measurement er-
rors.

The fourth-order spin–spin coupling termuQu is approxi-
mated toz(Mn1)4/DE3,16,17 whereDE is the energy sepa-
ration between the closest perturbing excited state and the
ground state. The energy separation of 33 500 cm21 derived
above and the spin–orbit coupling constant for Mn1 gives
uQu of 18.8 MHz, which corresponds well to the observed
value of214.67 MHz.

Similarly, the third–order spin–rotation coupling con-
stant gs is predicted to have a magnitude given by
z(Mn1)2DB/(DE)2,16 whereDB is the difference between
the rotational constants of the two states concerned. Thus,
DB is calculated to be 71 MHz, which may be acceptable as
a shift of the rotational constant from the ground state to the
excited state.

Finally the third-order spin–orbit distortion to the Fermi
contact termubsu is predicted to have a magnitude given by
z(Mn1)2ubFu/(DE)2.19 If the observed value ofbF , 479.861
MHz, is used in this relation,ubsu is calculated to be 0.066
MHz, which compares with the observed value of
20.0379 MHz.

In conclusion, in the present paper we report the first
microwave spectroscopic detection of the MnO radical in the
6S1 ground electronic state by using a novel method for
producing a refractory metal bearing transient species in a
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microwave absorption cell of large volume. The detailed and
precise determination of the molecular constants including
higher-order spin–orbit distortion constants, which are char-
acteristic of high-spin radicals, are given and are used to
probe the molecular orbitals of MnO.
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